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Describe the central theme of the essay "Half a Rupee Worth" Ll 4M
Discuss the difference between Simple Past tense and Past Perfect with examples. L3 4M
Construct 8 meaningful Yes or No Questions L4 4M

OR
Subbaiah's greediness taught him a great lesson. Elucidate this statement. L3 6M
Write a letter to the principal of your college thanking him for mid-day meals L2 6M
arrangement for poor students.
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"Untouchability is inhuman" - Discuss this statement in the light of the story Ll 6M
Thakur's well.

Construct a dialogue between you and your friend about a trip during summer L4 6M
Holidays.

OR
Why was Gangi unable to get water from anywhere when the story opens? Discuss.

Frame six meaningful sentences by using appropriate Linkers.

[uNrT-rrI
How does the woman oppose her exploitation? Discuss.

What kind of changes are deployed to convert direct speech into indirect?

OR
Discuss the central theme of the poem I am not that Woman.

Frame twelve meaningful sentences by using Wh Questions.
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What is the theme of story 'What is My Name?

Describe a book you have recently read.

OR
What made Mrs. Murthy so restless to know her name - elucidate.

Write six meaningful sentences on Compare and Contrast.

"l have endcavorcd to undcrstand thc fundamcntal truths" r,vho is "1" rcfcrrcd
here? What are the fundamental truths? Who relieved them to the speaker?

What is difference between Scanning and skimming? Discuss with examples.
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OR
10 il What did Kalam leam from his father about the power of prayer? Discuss. Ll 6M

b Fill up the blanks with suitable articles. L3 6M
i) FIe is not honorable man.

ii) Varanasi is

iii) Sanskrit is

holy city.

iv) French is

difficult language.

language.

v) He's working in _ garden.

vi) Tom is player in our team.

**8 END *>l<*
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